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On the Problems of Chinese Lettered Words*

LIU Yongquan

(Institute of Linguistics, CASS)

Abstract: The author notes in the development of the Chinese lexicon that there are two kinds of words in Modern Chinese. One of these is Chinese character words, which constitute the majority of the Chinese lexicon. The other is lettered words, which occupy only a small part of the lexicon and are mostly loanwords. The author also notes that emergence of lettered words is a result of the Policy of Reformation and Opening, and of the needs of today's information society. Moreover, this is a new and promising method for borrowing words from foreign languages. This paper discusses in detail the word-formation of lettered words as well as relevant problems, such as pronunciation, style of writing, and indexing system. The indexing system proposed here is computer-based and totally automated, and may be a worthy reference for the automation of dictionary compilation.

1. Arguments on Lettered Words

Under the guidance of the Reformation and Opening Policy, China's economy, culture, science, and technology have rapidly developed. New things and new concepts are introduced unceasingly; in accordance with this trend, there has emerged a large batch of new terms in which such lettered words as MTV 音乐电视 and BP 机 ("beeper") are included. How should these lettered words be dealt with? Shall we welcome or dispute them? There have been many arguments on this topic. Perhaps even today there are still two sharply different opinions. And there are also dissenters even among the author's friends. However, after the publication of my paper "Talk about Lettered Words" in 19941, a great many colleagues have come to support my point of view2.4.5. Particularly valuable is their description of the application of
LETTERED WORDS IN SINGAPORE, HONG KONG, AND TAIWAN. IT SEEMS THAT THIS PROBLEM IS BEING CONSIDERED AMONG ALL CHINESE COMMUNITIES. IT IS WORTH NOTING THAT THERE IS A NEW APPENDIX OF LETTERED WORDS IN THE 185TH PRINTING OF THE XIANDAI HANYU CIDIAN (MODERN CHINESE DICTIONARY), I.E., ITS FIRST REVISED EDITION. SINCE THEN, LETTERED WORDS HAVE ALSO APPEARED IN MANY OTHER DICTIONARIES, SUCH AS THE XIANDAI HANYU XIAO CIDIAN (POCKET CHINESE DICTIONARY) (COMMERCIAL PUBLISHING HOUSE, 1999), XIANDAI HANYU DA CIDIAN (THE GREAT DICTIONARY OF MODERN CHINESE) (THE GREAT DICTIONARY OF MODERN CHINESE PUBLISHING HOUSE, 2000), XINHUA CIDIAN (XINHUA LEXICON) (COMMERCIAL PUBLISHING HOUSE, 2001), ZHONGXUESHENG GUIFAN CIDIAN (THE DICTIONARY FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS) (CHINESE YOUTH PUBLISHING HOUSE, 2001). MOREOVER, A SPECIAL ZIMUCI CIDIAN (DICTIONARY OF LETTERED WORDS)¹ HAS RECENTLY BEEN PUBLISHED BY THE SHANGHAI LEXICON PUBLISHING HOUSE. ALL OF THESE NEW PUBLICATIONS ILLUSTRATE THAT LETTERED WORDS HAVE BECOME A PART OF THE CHINESE LEXICON, A NEW FORM OF LOANWORDS, AND INDISPENSABLE ENTRIES IN DICTIONARIES.

2. NAME AND DEFINITION OF LETTERED WORD

Chinese that are written mainly with non-Latin scripts. There will be no need for the term “lettered word” if there will appear a Chinese variant—phoneticized (alphabetical) Chinese (i.e., one language and two scripts, or digraphia)—some day in the future. Then BP 机 will turn out as BP-ji, 卡拉 OK will be KALA-OKE, and so forth.

The majority of lettered words are loanwords, and the rest are Chinese words, for instance GB (“国标 National Standard”) and HSK (“汉语水平考试 Chinese Proficiency Test”). Therefore, it is not proper from this point of view that these lettered words be called “words initialized with Western letters,” or “words initialized with foreign letters,” because GB, HSK, PSC (Putonghua Shuiping Ceshi [“Mandarin Proficiency Exam”]), etc. are composed using Chinese Pinyin—the Chinese alphabet—instead of with a Western alphabet or another foreign alphabet. Besides, if we were to adopt the designation “words initialized with Western /foreign letters,” not only would the above-mentioned acronyms composed of Chinese Pinyin (which tend to be produced more and more) be excluded, many words initialized with Chinese characters would also not be covered. Consequently, it is better to give them the clear-cut name “Chinese lettered words.”

To sum up, there are two kinds of words in the Modern Chinese lexicon: one of them consists of Chinese characters, and constitutes the majority of the Modern Chinese lexicon; the other consists of lettered words, which occupy only a small part of the Chinese lexicon and are mostly loanwords. It should be sufficiently comprehensive to define Chinese lettered words as those composed using the Latin alphabet (including Pinyin) or the Greek alphabet, or composed of them along with symbols, numbers, or Chinese characters respectively.

3. Necessity and Possibility of Lettered Words

Lettered words are the products of the Reformation and Opening Policy, and of the rapid development of
science and technology. The aim of the reformation policy is to encourage development, and the opening policy offers the possibility to absorb new things. No great progress can be made in the field of science and technology, as well as in the economy and culture, if we adopt a closed-door policy. Under that condition, new things and new concepts could not be absorbed, let alone new terms.

In order to absorb advanced culture promptly, a new method for borrowing words from other languages has emerged: lettered words based on the Chinese Pinyin alphabet (Latin alphabet). There have been two ways to absorb loanwords through the ages: phonetic translation and semantic translation. It was unsuccessful to translate foreign words phonetically by means of Chinese characters before the appearance of Chinese Pinyin. For instance, FAIRPLAY was cumbersomely transcribed into Chinese as FEI' APOLAI and PRESIDENT as BOLIXITIANDE. Therefore, there are very few phonetic loans in Chinese. TANKE 坦克 (“tank”), KAFEI 咖啡 (“coffee”), XIMENGSI 席梦思 (“Siemens”) are representatives of the few survivors. Why is this so? The reason lies in the facts that: 1) There are no spaces between words in Chinese texts—phonetic loanwords are obscured in their midst. It goes without saying that they have not been well received. 2) Alphabetic words are phonetic symbols, while Chinese characters are semantic symbols. To transcribe phonetic symbols by means of semantically-based ones is not only uneconomical but also easily ambiguous. Each Chinese character is a syllable. Consequently, syllables would be multiplied when transcription occurs, such that, for example, the trisyllabic PRESIDENT is converted into five characters, namely BOLIXITIANDE. Ambiguity occurs because almost every Chinese character carries lexical meaning; for example, 伯 (BO) means “uncle,” 理 (LI) means “principle,” etc. Confusion will inevitably occur if Chinese characters are used as phonetic symbols.

Now the situation has improved. These two questions have been solved by Chinese Pinyin. VCD, MBA, MPA, ISBN, and ADSL are very eye-catching among Chinese characters; they are not only economical but
are also easy to use (VCD has only four strokes while 激光视盘 [JIGUANG SHIPAN] has 41 strokes), and no ambiguity occurs. Because of Chinese Pinyin, the Chinese language is able to borrow loanwords by means of phonetic transcription or direct letter-for-letter rendering, so that a large number of lettered words are able to emerge. Therefore, the argument that the Chinese language does not tolerate phonetic loanwords is wrong. Many facts prove that it is not the Chinese language but the Chinese characters which do not tolerate loanwords. Chinese would be able to absorb a large number of phonetic loanwords just as other languages do if an appropriate tool were available.

4. Classification of Lettered Words

1) Classifying from the viewpoint of alphabets used, lettered words are mainly composed using the Latin alphabet and only a few of them are composed using the Greek alphabet.

2) Classifying from the viewpoint of purity, there are two groups. One of them is pure lettered words, such as CT ("computed tomography"), and the other is words with letters, such as BP 机 ("beeper"). Moreover, words with letters may be subdivided into letter + symbol (.net), letter + Arabic number (3D) and letter + Chinese character (X 光 ["X-ray"]).

3) Classifying by the form of letters: (1) all in capitals, such as DNA and ISO which are always written in capitals; (2) all in lowercase, such as ml and .com which are always written in lowercase (the overwhelming majority of lettered words composed of Greek letters are also written in lowercase, for instance α粒子["alpha particles"], γ射线["gamma rays"]); (3) blends (capital with lowercase letters) such as dBASE, vCommerce, Cobol, Internet (the last two are often written as COBOL, INTERNET too); (4) either in capitals or in lowercase, for instance EMAIL, email, Email.

4) Classifying by the amount of letters, they can be subdivided into: (1) a single letter, generally combining with Chinese characters, e.g., A 股 ("A stocks"), B 超, C 调 ("key of C") (the majority of lettered words
formed using the Greek alphabet have only a single letter); (2) with two letters, such as CD, PC, TV, AA 制 (everybody pays his own expense at a dinner party),卡拉 OK; (3) with three or more letters, such as OCR, UNIX, TOEFL, PROLOG, CHINANET, MOS工艺 ("MOS technique"), BASIC语言 ("BASIC language"), 低压 CVD ("low pressure CVD").

5) Classifying by the position of letters and Chinese characters they can be subdivided into: (1) in front of Chinese characters (the overwhelming majority), such as T恤 ("T-shirt"), AB型血 ("AB-type blood"), APC大夫 ("unqualified doctor"); (2) behind Chinese characters (these are fairly few), such as卡拉 OK, 维生素E, 新柏式 TCT("a new method for examining women's disease"). (3) in the middle of Chinese characters (very few), such as 三 C革命 ("revolution of communications, computers, and control"), 中国 C网 ("national information net," China's own Internet), 后 PC时代 ("post-PC age").

5. Formation Patterns of Lettered Words

Firstly, we must note that almost all lettered words are acronyms, and the shortening methods vary.

1) Lettered words derived from Chinese are shortened in two ways: (1) lettered words are composed of the initial letters of each syllable, such as ZL from ZhuanLi ("patent"), RMB from RenMinBi ("Chinese currency"); (2) lettered words are composed of the initial letters of each original word, such as HSK from Hanyu Shuiping Kaoshi (Chinese Proficiency Test), and PSC from Putonghua Shuiping Ceshi (Putonghua Proficiency Exam).

2) Lettered words derived from Western languages are more complicated in the ways they are shortened. They may be composed of: (1) the initial letters of the prefix and suffix of the original word, such as kg from kilogram, cm from centimeter; (2) the initial letter and some other letter(s) of
the original word, such as BP 机 from BeePer, EPO from ErythroPOintin; (3) some other combination of letters from the original word, such as EXPWY from EXPressWaY (this is the written form in China, but it is written as EXPY abroad; (4) the initial letters of each original word, such as GRE from Graduate Record Examination; (5) the initial letters of each notional word, such as GMDSS from Global Maritime Distress and Safety System, in which “and” is omitted; and GATT from General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, in which “on” and “and” are omitted (when shortening, conjunctions and prepositions are often omitted); (6) the initial letter of the first word and the whole second word, such as E-BANK from Electronic BANK; (7) several letters from the original wordgroup (generally the initial letter of the first word is indispensable), such as when DKK is selected from DenmarK Krone (DKK is the written form used by the Bank of China, but DKr is used in English) and ETX from End of TeXt character; (8) when shortening, EX in the original word is often converted into X, such as XO (wine) from EXTRA OLD, PAX from Private Automatic eXchange, and Windows XP from Windows experience; (9) some letters are changed, for example, the CS in FACSIMILE is changed into X (FAX); (10) a letter’s form is used to create lettered words, such as in T-shirt (it is worthwhile mentioning here that T 型台 [stage for model’s show] in Chinese is also created by means of a letter’s form); (11) lettered words are formed by the use of euphony, such as ICQ from “I seek you”; (12) lettered words are appended by “semantic marks made of Chinese characters” which are specific to many words partly combined with letters, for instance COBOL 语言 (L in COBOL, in fact, is a short form of “language”, and the semantic marker 语言 is not really necessary, so it is often omitted); API 指数 is similar, since API (Air Pollution Index) already involves the word Index 指数.

6. Ways of Arranging Lettered Words

At the present time, there are two ways to arrange lettered words: arrangement in the appendix of an
ordinary dictionary, and arrangement in a specialized dictionary of lettered words.

1) Arrangement in appendix:

(1) Firstly, to arrange lettered words with Greek letters, just as ordinary dictionaries do. These kinds of words are very few --- the frequently used ones are around 10 in number. After the arrangement of these words, one or two lines are left empty and are then arranged with Latin letters. However, it is also possible to emulate the arrangement in the dictionary of lettered words, i.e., to put these words behind all the words with Latin letters.

(2) Words with Latin letters are large in quantity --- collecting the frequently used words, there may be upwards of one hundred. So it has been suggested that they be arranged in pure alphabetic order automatically by computer. That is, to arrange them in the following way:

A. First, to arrange lettered words initialized with symbols, such as @一代 (a new generation that has grown up with the appearance of the Internet), and .COM 经济 (".com economics").

B. Words initialized with Arabic numbers, such as 3+ X 模式 (a mode of examination used for entrance into university), 3A 级 (first class, i.e., AAA), and 5W 新闻 (all-sided news report).

C. Words initialized with letters (in alphabetic order), such as A 型, B 股, DNA, and WTO.

D. Words initialized with Chinese characters (in the order of Chinese Pinyin), such as 三 C 革命, 维生素 B, and 五 E 概念 (E-government, E-business,
2) Arrangement in Dictionary

(1) Entries should be classified into different letters, i.e., divided by the initial letters into different areas, just as ordinary dictionaries do. Words not initialized with letters are also arranged into correspondent areas, for instance, 阿 Q is placed in the letter Q area, 3C into C, and 3+X into X. When referring to these words, one should look them up in the Q, C, X areas, respectively.

(2) All entries are arranged in alphabetic order, ignoring the difference of capital and lowercase letters, for instance, CA (Certification Authority) and Ca (Calcium) may be arranged in any way with respect to their order.

(3) Entries within the same area are arranged in the following sequence: first arrange the initial element with symbols ($, &, (, ., @, \, <>), then those with Arabic numbers, then with letters, and finally with Chinese characters. If the entries have the same initial element, arrange them according to the second element in the same sequence, and if the second element is also the same, arrange them according to the third element. The rest may be deduced by analogy. N.B.: a hyphen between letters is ignored.

(4) Lettered words in the text are automatically arranged according to the above-mentioned rules by computer. It must be noted in particular that we should use computers to do arrangement, retrieval, and other tasks as much as possible in order to modernize dictionary compilation. In the beginning, this effort may bring some inconvenience to those unfamiliar with computers. However, they may realize this system's many merits within a very short time. People are sure to accept it, especially when considering the fact that electronic products will adopt this convenient and accurate retrieval tool.
7. Style of Writing of Lettered Words

Some of the lettered words may be written either in capitals or in lowercase. However, some of them are written only in capitals or only in lowercase (most frequently all in capitals). For example, all lettered words in section 2 must be written in capitals, as analysis tells us that APEC, WTO, and the like are proper names and of course must be in capitals. Many technical terms, such as B 超, DNA, and CDMA must be in capitals too. Furthermore, the symbols of prefix names for marking decimal multiple units (over 10⁶), such as M (Mega), G (Giga), and T (Tera) must also be in capitals. On the contrary, the symbols of prefix names for marking decimal fraction units, such as μ (micro), n (nano), and p (pico) must be written in lowercase. Names of measuring units such as kg, cc, and mg must also be in lowercase. Either is acceptable for lettered words like Internet or INTERNET, Fortran or FORTRAN. Either will also do for a word such as Email/ EMAIL/ email. In addition, there are some blends like dBASE, and vCommerce. All of these are conventions.

In order to avoid mistakes, one should bear firmly in mind when to use capitals and when to use lowercase. One must know that CD, Cd and cd represent different things.

8. Pronunciation of Lettered Words

1) Lettered words originating from foreign languages are pronounced according to the English alphabet without exception, as all of these words are imported through English. As for the pronunciation of lettered words originating from Chinese language, there is no final conclusion for the time being. However, people tend to pronounce them according to the English alphabet. For example, they pronounce 维生素 C as [si] instead of [ts'ě]; and B in RMB as [bi] instead of [be].

2) Linkage: It is easy to read those lettered words with linkage, especially long words with vowels inserted, such as .com, JAVA, SOHO 族 (people working at home; SOHO=Small Office/ Home
Office), COBOL, PROLOG. The word ISO is pronounced either with or without linkage. However, DNA, MRI, WTO, and CDMA are pronounced without linkage. And GSM, GPRS, GMDSS certainly can not be pronounced with linkage as there is no vowel in them.

3) Accent: Email, APEC, OPEC, and FORTRAN are pronounced with the accent on the first syllable (Many people incorrectly pronounce “Email” with the accent on the second syllable and it sounds unpleasant to the ear). However, UNESCO must be accented on the second syllable.

9. Homographs among Lettered Words

CD, Cd and cd in section 7 may be considered quasi-homographs, as there is similarity only among letters, but they are in different styles (in capital or in lowercase). Therefore, there will be no confusion in reading. In addition, there are many true homographs; for example, 3G is equal to 3 giga or 3rd generation, and ABC is equal to “basic knowledge” or “American Born Chinese.” These homographic lettered words can be recognized only according to context, as there is similarity not only among letters but also in their styles.

10. Conversion of Lettered Words

There is a phenomenon called “conversion” in linguistics, i.e., a word that is converted from one grammatical class into another. For example, 丰富 (fēn[r]i) in Chinese may be converted from an adjective into a verb, so that we may say 丰富了本书的内容 (“enrich the content of this book”). Similarly, in English “email” may be converted from noun into verb, so that we may say “Can you email these materials to her?” The Chinese version of this sentence is 你能把这些材料电邮给她吗? When 电子邮件 (“email”) is shortened into 电邮, it can also be used as a verb in Chinese. Even the proper noun Dell (company name) can be converted into a verb (in the meaning of “make somebody out of breath,” as this
particular company provides computers according to a customer's order and the price is still much cheaper, so that no other company can compete with it).

Some lettered words may be converted too. For instance, 你的企业 IT 了吗? ("Has your enterprise been modernized by means of information technology?"); FLASH 你的生活 ("Modernize your life by means of FLASH technology"). The above advertising language is nothing new now. People often say in everyday life 吃完饭谁也别走, 咱们卡拉 OK ("Everybody stay after dinner and let us play karaoke").

11. Development of Lettered Words

Lettered words constitute a part of the Chinese lexicon. They will develop in pace with the development of society, just as other parts of the lexicon do; new words are constantly produced, and some old words will wither away simultaneously. Generally speaking, more lettered words arise and fewer die out, just as with ordinary vocabulary. All of this reflects the reality that the whole culture is more and more developed and colorful.

In addition, it is possible to borrow words from other languages besides English. If Russian words are directly absorbed, transliteration will be used, as we already have our own alphabet---Chinese Pinyin based on the Latin alphabet. The method of transliteration will be basically similar to other scripts based on the Latin alphabet (for instance English): sputnik (from Russian спутник), perestroika (from Russian перестройка). However, some discrepancies may occur: with a name like Жданов, it will be transliterated as Zhdanov in English, but it seems proper to be transliterated as Рданов in Chinese.

*The original of this article is in Chinese (please refer to Yuyan Wenzi Yingyong [Application of Language and Writing] 2002/1). The English version was translated by the author himself and polished by Prof. Mair.
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